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My story is not one of rag to riches, 

nor have I overcome a terrible illness to find out about all these healing modalities that are now so much part of my 

life. I guess, I was fundamentally a "left brain" person, and over the years I have realised that I also have a right brain 

;-) Over the past 20 years, as I have been immersing myself into this infinite world of Energy, I feel I have truly been 

on an amazing journey of self-discovery.    

I am French in my mid-40, I live in Wexford (in the sunny South-East of Ireland) with my husband Gerard (an Irishman 

from Wexford) and our 3 sons (2 in secondary school & 1 in primary) and I also have a step-son (in his twenties), who 

lives in the UK. 

In my early 20s, I left France and went to England to pursue a career in translation.  

And for more than 20 years, I have worked as a French localisator (a translator specialised in the translation of any 

material related to Information Technology/computers). I translate software applications, hardware documentation, 

help texts, websites, collaterals, marketing material, etc. I thoroughly enjoy my work as a localisator despite the 

pressure & the stress that inevitably come with the job. Being a translator has also enabled me to work from home 

and "round" the children without having to rely too much on child-minding.  

I also teach French to all levels and all ages, in one-to-one or group settings, to individuals as well as to companies, 

and I run language workshops in various venues. 

 

However, working from home on your computer can be a lonely business, and this is why, these days, I enjoy dividing 

my time with my other interests, namely my energy healing practise - Tap2heal.  

 

All my life, I have been interested in health issues & the new (or sometimes ancient) alternative medicines 

available. Originally, I wanted to be a scientific translator as I had a strong interest in English & Spanish as well as 

sciences & biology. However, life did not happen as planned (does it ever?) and I got directed towards the new 

technologies (IT).   

Mainly as a hobby, I have always kept a strong interest in health and in caring for people. I have been based in 

Ireland since 2004, but when I was living in England (where I lived for more than 15 years), I used to volunteer for the 

Alzheimer's Society - my granddad was a sufferer of that terrible disease.  

In 2004, I discovered EFT & started using it daily.  
This was the beginning of my new journey into energy healing. 

I started working with family & friends, on various issues - toothache, headache, backache, sport injury, even 

depression & stroke, and much more.  

Since I was getting excellent results (often quicker than with over-the-counter remedies), I really was compelled to get 

more involved. I decided to study the basic course as designed by Gary Craig, the founder of EFT, and I successfully 

passed the exam for the Certification of Completion ("EFT-CC"), followed by the next level: the Advanced Certificate 

of Completion - "Steps toward becoming the Ultimate Therapist" ("EFT-ADV").  

From then on, EFT became the open door to the new career I always longed for.  
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My aim is to empower my clients to better manage their health & life.  

My work as an EFT Advanced practitioner has led me to develop my intuition and has helped me find a more spiritual 

way of living.         

Along the years, I have learned new tools that complement EFT, and I have now established a portfolio of mostly 

energy healing tools (see the list of energy healing modalities below). These non-invasive, safe, healing tools enable 

me to tailor my approach to better suit my clients' individual needs.  

My approach is intuitive & holistic. I work on the body, the mind & the spirit. I am finally equipped to fulfil my dream of 

helping people (young & old) and, as far as I can, relieve some of the suffering that somehow plagues each of us. 

The way I work  

Keeping my clients’ highest good constantly in mind, I intuitively use the following modalities to help my clients tap 

health & happiness into their lives. 

Each treatment is tailored to the individual needs of each client. I often start with EFT (sometimes using EFT 

exclusively), but if appropriate, I might also integrate other healing techniques.  

 


